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The information in this book is eye opening and informative. This can be applied to so many

different areas of a person's life is one is creative.I have used this previously some years back to

much success and am glad that I have picked this up again. I am reminded that everyone's ego can

be satisfied and skill comes with practice.I recommend this not only to women, but men as well. This

is true magical practice at its best because it really does work. It would be especially helpful to those

in sales as well if you need to meet clients in person. Everyone can be charmed somehow; you just

need to know the tricks of the trade and how to approach each individual.

As a Satanist, I have read LaVey's writings before and already know of the value of his books. This

book is no different. This book has a lot of knowledge in it and is just as insightful, and interesting as

his other books. Even male readers like myself have a lot to gain from this book. The Satanic Witch

can help female readers get the most out of themselves and realize their full feminine potential. I

highly recommend this book to any Satanist looking for more insight into Anton LaVey, or any

Satanist looking for ways to utilize their full potential.

Many people won't read this book simply because of who wrote it but it's actually a very good book



on psychology and how to use it to your benefit. Some of the things LaVey suggests are a bit odd

but that's to be expected. LaVey gives clear instructions on how any woman can get more attention

and admiration from men. He calls it like it is so those looking for a touchy feely book on Witchcraft

about unicorns and fairies should look elsewhere. My only complaint was that it took a few weeks to

get here.

I have loved this book since my 20's for some 30 years. It teaches a witch on how to use their own

persona to get what they want. It builds slef esteem and brings back into the limelight how to

enchant and enamour without anything but body language and a bit of know how. Worth every

penny.

Another great book by Anton Lavey. Not your typical dating book but great for teaching confidence

and how to minipulate you way to getting the person of your dreams.

The only book of Dr. LaVey I was missing, my collection is complete !

overall this book is pretty funny and amusing to read.It is pretty outdated since it was written for an

audience from a older generation but still some of the principles can be applied to modern day

times.

Makes some good points, makes use of the fact that most men are fools for the typical "feminine"

ways that European culture has standardized them. How to read people, the power of the orgasm,

personality types, acting & such are all here for your reading pleasure.
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